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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County

United Press

First ...
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures
IN OUR 78th YEAR

'Explosion Of Britain Bomb
Expected To Bring Furor
LONDON 1114 - The explosion
of Britain's second and mightiest
hydrogen bomb was expected
today to touch off a new wave
fr protests against nuclear weapons tests both at home and
abroad.
The thermonuclear device was
detonated Friday in the skies
over the Christmas Island proving
grounds in the mid-Pacific. Air
Vice Marshal W. E. Oulton, the
British H-bomb task force commander, said the bomb's power
was in the megaton range, or
Aquivalent to one million tons
lilt TNT. Unofficial reports said
the superweapon packed a punch
equivalent to that of five million tons of TNT.
United Press staff correspondent
Richard Voumard, one of the
newsmen who witnessed t h e
awesome blast reported it was
believed to be the first known
test of an H-Bhmb -capable-of

'Korean Wife
On Way To
Join Husband
•

r.

I,

By DAY INOSHITA
...United Press Staff Correspondent
TOKYO t - The 20-year
old Korean wife of an American
soldier left with her young son
today on a mercy flight to the
bedside of her critically injured
husband in Arkansas.
•
Mrs. Tae Moon Cherry carried
gently in her arms her 1-year
old son, Marvin, whose sudden
illness sent him to Tokyo Army
elospital Friday and made it uncertain they would be able to
make the trans-Pacific trip.
American Red Cross officials
escorted mother and son to the
DC6 specially chartered by the
Army for the flight. They took
off from Tokyo at 5:10 a.m.
e.d.t. and expected to reach
San Francisco by tomorrow afternoon.
Is Mrs. Cherry. near hysteria
'from worry, had threatened to
storm Tokyo Army Hospital and
.take her son out by force if
necesary. However, doctors said
the boy was sufficiently recovered from dysentery to make the
flight to join his father, Army
Specialist 3-c Havis V. Cherry.
Cherry was reported near death
in the Army-Navy General Hospital in Hot Springs Ark., from
!Injuries received in an automobile accident near his home at
Monticello Ark. last week.
American Red Cross officials
will meet mother and son at
San Francisco Sunday and they
will arrive in Hot Springs Sunday night or early Monday.
Doctors in Arkansas had appealed to military authorities in
the Far East to rush Mrs. Cherry
_sand the boy to the soldier's
%edside to give him "more will
to live."

- Weekly Publisher
Visits Newspaper
T. W. Eylar of West Union,
Ohio, was a visitor this week in
the office of the daily Ledger
and Times. Mr. Eyla.r is the
ublisher of two weekly newsapers in West Union.
He has a daughter who is
attending Murray State College.
This is the second visit Mr.
Eylar has made to the daily
paper.

I

WEATHER 1
REPORT
By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky - Mostly
cloudy
: warm and humid with
scattered thundershowers today,
high 80. Partly cloudy and somewhat cooler tonight and Sunday.
Ighowers ending tonight. low 55.
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures;
Louisville 65, Lexington 65, Paducah 70, Bowling Green 82,
Covington 64, London 60 and
Hopkinsville 69.
Evansville, Ind., 69.

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, June 1, 1957
I Total Of 143 Die

Over Holiday

Jimmy Thompson To
Mrs. J. I.
Attend American
Hosick Named Jersey Cattle Meet
Club President

By UNITED PRESS
A holiday week end that isn't
officially a holiday week end
has seen a steady increase of
delivery by an unmodified med- deaths on the
nation's highways
ium bomber. In his report, Vou- and
throughout recreational areas.
mard said it was a truly operaAlthough American motorists
tional weapon which Britain's turned in an
encouraging record
series bombers can haul for the official
holiday period
Bawl bases in Britain to targets from 6 p.m. Wednesday
until
as far away as Moscow.
midnight Memorial Day, there
Third Atomic Power
-were many tales of personal
Britain joined the United States tragedy.
and the Soviet Union as a major
A nationwide survey by United
nuclear power when it touched Press showed that
99 persons
off its first hydrogen bomb on lost their lives in
traffic acciMay 15. The test brought angry dents during that
period. The
reaction from
the
opposition toll exceeded a normal loss of
Labor Party and official protests 75 lives for a non-holiday Thursfrom atomic-conscious Japan.
day in May by 24, but fell 21
Voumard was one of a hand- short of the National Safety
ful- of -correspondent who wit- Council estimate of 120 deaths.
nessed the H-bomb test from
By 4 a.m. e.d.t. today, the
the deck of the 1,590-ton British number of deathss*Tnunted by
frigate. H.M.S. Alert,. some 35 United Press included 143 auto
miles away.
fatalities, 8 in plane crashes,
The device was dropped from 65 by drowning, while miscela white-painted RAF Valiant laneous accidents totaling 32
jet bomber at an altitude estimat- brought the _ total_ up.. to 246. .
ed at some 45,000 feet between
The top five states in traffic
Christmas and Malden Islands.
fatalities were California and
Mn.
I. Hosick
Squadron Leader David Rob- Illinois. with 14 deaths each,
Mrs,
J.
I.
Hosick
was inerts, 33, the pilot, dropped the Pennsylvania with 11, nine in
stalled Thursday as president of
bomb in a complex corkscrew Texas, and eight in Michigan.
the Murray Woman's Club, for
maneuver that set it spinning
another term.
into space like a pitcher's curve
The ceremony was presided
ball while the four-jet bomber
over by KM John Kirksey of
raced to safety.
Paducah, vice-governor of /the
"Bomb gone," radioed Flight
Kentucky Federation.
Lt. Kenneth Lewis, 33. the bomOthe-rs installed were Mrs. H.
bardier. A few seconds later,
T. Waldrop. fire nice,. president;
a tremendous glare washed out
Airman Bermoti Donelson, 18, Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Jr., second
the sun above the test area.
White light bore through the son of L. 0. Donelson, Rt. 6, vice president; Mrs. James Lassecretary;
protective goggles of observers Murray, is completing the first siter, corresponding
standing with their backs to the phase of his basic military train- Mrs. N. B Ellis, recording secreblast on the ships 35 miles away. ing at Se "Gateway to the Air tary; Miss Frances Sexton, treasObservers had been warned not Force," Lackland Air Force Base,. urer; Mrs. G. 13. Scott. Alpha
chairman; Mrs. Graves Hendon,
to look at the blast for 15 San Antonio, Texas.
Upon completion of this train- Delta chairman; Mrs. J. A. Outseconds.
ing he will be assigned to an land, home chairman; Mrs. E.
Blast Rocks Observer Ships
Air Force technical training -Cs Parker, Garden chairman;
one 50 seconds after the course or an advanced basic Mrs. Howard 0111a, music chair"bomb gone" announcement *raining course leading to a man; Mrs. Charles Clerk, Zeta
cracked through the radio re- specialized Air Force job.
chairman; Mrs. Ben Trevathan.
ceivers, the shockwave brought
While at Lackland the new Sigma chairman; and Mrs. Robert
the rumbling crash of a thousand enlistee undergoes the transition Hahs, Creative Arts chairman.
thunderclaps to the observers from civilian to airman through
The club met at 6:30 on Thurson the six -ship task force stand- a program which includes pro- day in a dinner meeting at the
ing 35 miles away. The ships cessing, aptitude testing, physical club house, in the last general
rocked gently.
conditioning, survival and weap- meeting of the club year.
A huge multi-colored fireball ons training, and classroom
Mrs. J. I. Hosick, president
hung high in the sky -changing studies studies ranging from cit- presided and Mrs. E. C. Parker
&tors as it swelled, yellow, izenship to military customs and gave the invocation.
orange, red, pink. A giant swirl- courtesies.
A trio composed of Mrs. Hoing stem reached up from the
Like the USAF Officer Candi- ward Olila, Mrs. Bobbie Grogan
sea to form the familiar mush- date and Pre-Flight Schools, also and Mrs. Richard Farrell. acroom of the atomic explosion.
located at Lackland, basic mili- companied by Mrs. Charles TolWithin seconds after the blast, tary training lays the ground- ley rendered two English folk
Canberra twin-jet bombers roar- work for either an on-the-job tunes.
ed in to sample the fall-out assignment or vocational schoolMrs. John Kielcsey was the
to tell scientists how efficient ing in line with capability of speaker of the evening
She
this bomb was.
the individual.
(Continued On Page Three)

Bermon Donelson
Completes First
Phase Of Training

Jimmy Thompson will attend
the 189th annual meeting of the
American Jersey Cattle Club.
It will be held in Columbus,
Ohio on June 2-5 and Jimmy
will make the trip with A. Carman, Head of the Agriculture
Department of the college.
Jimmy will represent Kentucky in the National Junior clippint contest. The clipping and
final's time will last for 30
minutes and two minutes for
oial reasons will be allowed. The
scoring will be 70 points on
clipiamg and fitting, 15 points
for care and handling of equipment, and 15 points fur oral
reasons.
There will be prizes for the
top ten boys. Jimmy should do
quite well, having fitted and
showed Jerseys for several years.
He has been successful in his
showing, having
had several
grand champions and winning
many showmanship awards.
••••••

Guided Missile
Fired Yesterday
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla_ *B
-A guided missile, believed to
be an Army Jupiter. was launched here late Friday with a
thunderous rumble that
was
heard for 10 to 15 miles in all
directions.
The Air Force declined to
identify the type of missile or
comment on the firing.
Several hundred persons on
the beach three to five miles
from the launching site saw the
"shining rocket" gain altitude
and quickly disappear from
sight.
"It was rising so fast it was
almost out of sight before we
could bear It," one witness said.
"We saw it take off, almost
straight up."
The missile was visible only
from the beach location. Residents on the mainland heard the
rumble but by the- time they
turned around to look it was
out of sight.
Apparently the missiie w a s
test-fired without incident. Only
10 days ago the Air Force attempted to fire a Thor and it
exploded and burned on the
launching ramp. In this accident,
at night, the fiery light and
flaming smoke were visiable for
10 miles or more.
Both. the Jupiter and Thor
are intermediate range ballistic
missiles Mill to be perfected.

Kentucky Lake 's 'Island In The Sky' Is
Same As In The Days Of Forrest, Grant
EDITOR'S NOTE, The following article was written by Harry
Jetn.n a journalism student at
the University of Tennessee, Martin Branch. Since the area aoout
which he writes is known intimately by many in the county,
it is being published here.
•
By HARRY JETTON
Journalism Student U. T. Martin
Fort Heiman, high on a bluff
across the Tennessee River from
Fort Henry, was built in 1862
by the Confederate forces in a
hasty attempt to rectify their
error in judgement on the site
of Fort Henry which was built
on bottom land on the East
bank. Under the command of
Colonel Adolphus Heiman of
Nashville fortifications were begun and earthworks were thrown
up. The battle trenches begin
a little above Moody's landing
and extend about a mile south
to the junction of Cypress Creek.
However; before the Fort could
be completed General Grant captured Fort Henry with his gunboats and left a garrison of men
at Fort Heiman under the command of Colonel Lowe which
was known as the 'Curtis Horse'
and composed of men from Missouri, Minesota, Iowa and Nebraska. For a year it was the
uneasy camping ground for these
men.
Daily and often at night, they
rode out of the Fort and back
again, but hardly on parade.
All too often riderless horses
came thundering home, their
empty saddles doing lifeless, crazy
dances in the air.
Sometimes detachments were
placed- aboard a steamer and
went on missions up or down
the river. There was what is
known as the Battle of Paris,

which lasted thirty-five minutes men on a scouting return to
and ended with Captain J. T. Cumberland Ironworks because
Croft and his -two-hundred-and- Donelson had been crying wolf
fifty men racing their horses again. Forrest was waiting! His
back to the fortifications of Fort men swooped down from ambush
Heiman on the bluff of the and captured every man who had
Tennessee.
come from Fort Heiman. What
Colonel Lowe had no time was left of the 'Curtis Horse'
for, relaxation at Fort Heiman. garrison stuck it out until March
Frequently the calvary command- 6. 1862 when orders came to
er was called upon to help the abandon Heiman.
Federal garrison that had been
Although wounded and tired
left at Fort Donelson. What had and yearning for rest, General
been an invisible force under Nathan Bedford Forrest, early
General Forrest did materialize in October of the sad year of
there one day. Colonel 'Lowe '64 finally was given the opraced after them
Cumberland portunity to break up Feaeral
Ironworks, only to
e a trusted boat traffic on the-. Tennessee
officer, 1st. Lt. • Milton S. Sum-- which was supplying _Sherman in
mers. He .was felled with seven Georgia Boats brought the loads
bullets and a bayonet trust, after of supplies to Johnsonville, a
he had severely wounded a Con- short distance north of what is
federate assailant with his saber now New Johnsonville on Highand killed another as he emptied way 70. These supplies were
his pistol.
transferred to trains and hauled
The new year came, but it by way of Nashville and Chatwas more of the same. On Febru- tanooga down to Sherman.
ary 3. Captain Von Minder of
Fodder and gear for man and
Company G. took twenty-eight beast were piled mountain high
at the railhead on the west
bank when Forrest started fron)
Jackson to the river. He did not
march due east but north toward
the Kentucky line straight to
the "Island In 'The Sky," Fort
Heiman.

Yanks Are The
Team To Beat

The Yanks of Murray's Little
League, like the Yanks of the
American League appear ts be
the team to beat as they head
the local league with three victories in as many outings.
The Yankees have hung a
defeat on each of the three remaining contenders.
W L Pct. GB
3 0 .1000
Yanks
2 1
Cards
.662 1
1
2
Reds
.333 2
0 3
Cubs
.000 3

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Fired Because Her
Husband Supported
Anti-Chandler Man
FRANKFORT V -Mrs. Clyde
Baldwin, an employe of t h e
state Department of Revenue,
said today she was discharged
from her job this week because
of her husband's political activity in Tuesday's Democratic primary.
Her husband, Clyde Baldwin,
Tuesday passed out cards supporting the. canski4a.s01 _4492
Moore,
Frank
.
toi'f,
successful
candidate for the Democratic
nomination for state representative from the 51st District, who
defeated Thomas a'. Marshall,
the candidate supported by the
state administration. Baldwin Is
a distillery worker.
Mrs. Baldwin said she originally was scheduled to go to the
polls to check voters Tuesday
afternoon but sits received a call
from Nellie Claik, secretary to
John DeMoisey, administrative
assistant to Gov. A. B Chandler,
telling her nut to bother_snith
the check.
She said she was called into
the office of ner superisr, Glenn
Gill, after work Wednesday and
told Gait he would have to ask
for her resignation or release
her.
She said Gill told her 'he was
well pleased with her work but,
"It's ;ust one of those things."
Revenue department einployes
are not covered by the merit
system.

"Atomic" Roulette
Used In England
LONECN R- 'rhe post office
cranked up Ernie today for an
atomic spin of the wheel of
chance to choose the first winners in Britain's new lottery
savings bond program.
Ernie Is a machine and an
expensive one at that but it
will take him more than a day
and a half from the time Postmaster General Ernest Marples
'presses an ivory switch this
morning to select 23,000 winners
for nearly one million pounds
($2,800,000) in prizes.
Britons bought the "premium
bonds" that constitute today's
draw on the understanding they
would draw no ordinary interest
but stood to win if Ernie and
Lady Luck were good to them.
Ernie, whose full name is
"electronic random number equipment," will choose the winners
"blindfAled" through a complex
system involving the unpredictable movement of atomic particles
in electrified neon gas.
The huge 25,000 pound (470,010) roulette robot will select
the winning bond numbers automatically but it will take 150
real people to record them.
Britons, who wager freely on
horse races and dog races and
the football pools, have been
slow In respond to the premium
bond program. The government
hopes the first award of prizes
will bring a -pickup in sales.

too late, but they were there.
The "Island In The Sky" would
have her victory at last.
There was a heavy sigh of
boats around the bend. The men
at the guns were like statues,
waiting for the signal to fire.
Their day of revenge on the
river had come. But the sign
was wait! After all the vessels
were four empties going back
downstream after more supplies
for Johnsonville. Wait!!! "Wait,"
LOUISVILLE 1 - Food and
said General Forrest, "Let's get Drugs Commissioner George
P.
them coming up loaded to the Larrick said today
an organized
gunnels!" The next day they movement i developing among
came hacksioaded with supplies. people who have a "fanatical
The Yankee transport was an prejudice" against the medical
easy target and within a few profession and favor "unorthodox
seconds after 'the first shot was practitioners."
fired the transport fell into the
Larrick said the quacks are
hands of the Rebels.
"doing their best to further such
For the next few months For- a movement."
rest and his men won for themIn a speech prepared for the
selves many victories over the' Association of Food and Drug
Yankee gunboats. Many times Officials of the United States,
(Continued On Page Three)
Larrick said the problem of
medical "fakery" in American
society is a "very deep-seated
and difficult one."
He said the problem is "complex" from a law enforcement
standpoint because regulationssof
HARDWICK, Mass. ftff - A
medical practice in a stateefunc44-year old spinster committed
tion and many states lack efsuicide by locking herself in
fective laws.
a hope chest, the m e dt c a 1
The commissioner said that in
Arriving at Heiman, now de- examiner said today.
addition to better laws and better
serted by the Yankees, General
The victim was Miss Helen
Forrest mounted the Parrott guns Mazick. Her sister. Mrs. Edward enforcement there is a need for
in the works built by the Rebels. Misiaszek, returned from a shop- education to teach young people
The rifles had come a long way ping trip Friday and found the how to distinguish good medical
th be on, a lonely hill in Ten- five foot long hope chest moved care from quackery.
nessee. They had been hauled from its customary place near
NOTICE
by rail to Corinth and from a wall.
there they had been dragged by
Mrs. Misaszek opened the chest
horses through the swamps and and found her sister's body among
Lodge 105 F8tAM will hold
woods. Now in the place upon, the linens and feminine finery. their annual Past Masters night
the "Island In The Sky," they
Police said the chest was cedar Monday, June 3 at 7.30 Ism. at
were to be worked by the men and airtight and had a spring the Lodge Hall. Refreshments
of Walton's Battery in Lyon's lock making it impossible to open will be served. All Master MaKentuckians. It was several years from the inside.
sons are urged to attend.

Movement To
Fakery Aided
By "Quacks"

Kills Self In
Her Hope Chest
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Dwain Taylor, Danny Duncan
Receive Honors At FFA Meet
off'

Dwain Taylor
Dye& Tayloisosson et-Mes-enelMrs. John Tom Taylor, of Murray
Route four hiss been elected as
District Treasurer of the Future
Farmers of America. Dwain was
selected because of his outstanding farming program and leadership ability.
He is the president of the
Hazel chapter of Future Farmers
and plans to have one of the
best FFA chapters Hazel High
School has ever had.
Dwain's farming program includes one acre of strawberries,
27 head of beef cattle, on the
cow -calf plan, 35 acres of pasture
improvement, and ten acres of
hay. His acre of strawberries
yielded 250 crates of fruit this
year. the first year.
Dwain is very proud of his
achievement and plans to attend
the state.-*A Convention in
Louisvillullialrns
6- aM 7-

Near Million
Starving 'Claims
Russian Newspaper
MOSCOW rtr - The newspaper Soviet Russia said today
more than 800,000 persons are
starving in the state of Pennsylvania and that 60 per cent of
American families earn less than
the minimum living wage for
a family of four.
The article was provoked by
a recent issue of the U. S. Information
Agency's
magazine
Amerika, which is published in
Russia for exclusive distribution
in the Soviet Union.
Amerika had described in a
glossy picture spread the life
of a factory worker's family
'In' Burbank, Calif., showing their
home, automobile and other
material conveniences.
"We have no basis So doubt
the authenticity of the published
material," &Met Russia said,
"but do many Americans live
fike this?"
"No." most definitely, the paper claimed. Amerika approached
the subject "not altogether objectively, to put it mildly," it
said.
The paper said 60 Ver . cent
of America's families earn less
than $4,50045,500 a year. which
it said "United States experts"
call (he minimum living wage
for a family of four.
Unemployment in 1956 touched the nine million figure in
the United States, the paper
said. As a result, it asserted,
more than 800.000 in Pennsylvania are starving. ,

Carpenter Injured
Fn Long Fall
Robin Conn. age 20, of Mayfield, suffered a bad fall this
morning at the Kentucky Lake
State Park Boat Dock.

Danny Duncan
- - - ----•

sr

Danny Duncan, son of Mrs.
Evelyn Duncan of Hazel and
a member of the Hazel Chapter
of Future Farmers of America,
placed third in the district soil
judging contest that was held
in Mayfield recently.
Danny was on a Warn with
Dwain Taylor and Charles Nesbitt'
The team rated a red ribbon
as a group and Danny placed
third individually in the contest
with 23 other district FFA members.
His training in soil judging
was received as he was studying
soils in class at school. Danny
also receive much help from
Yandall Wrather and Dan Amos
of the Soil Conservation Service,
who coos aa' ! very closely with
thes liar.,s FF. pshaptes this year.

Graham Will
Vie With Top
TV Shows
By -ALBIN KREBS
United Prom Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK Ill -Evangelist
Billy Graham takes on two their
of television tonight when for
the first time in his career he
will preach a full sermon on a
live telecast from coast to coast.
Graham will be in a viewer
rating battle with Perry Como
(NBC) and Jackie Gleason (CBS)
when the American Broadcasting
Co. telecasts his 17th Madison
Square Garden sermon in his
New York Crusade.
His telly other "live" television preachments were carried
over Scotland in a crusade
there. He will be back-tn-back
tonight with two television personalities wbp have fought tooth
and nail for top Saturday viewing ratings.
An overflow crowd is expected to attend the telecast sermon
in Madison Square Garden.
Graham did not announce the
text of his sermon.
The 38-year-old North Carolinian preached Friday night on
the Sixth Commandment, "Thou
shalt not kill."
After Graham's serninn 749
persons made their way down
the aisles of the giant sports
arena to, register "decisions for
Christ." So far ..10.739 persons
have made "decisions" since the
opening of the New York Crusade. A total of 297,000 have
attended Graham's meetings.

City, County
Police Quiet

Both city and county polies's
He was removing a plafform
reported today, :hat no arrests
from around the large flagpole
had been made in the last-- 24
at the dock, after the pole had
hour period.
been •-sanded.. •
Judge Boh McCuir Ilan said
male
He fell in some way, a distance that the sheritt's office had
of at least 40 feet and possibly no arrests.
'—
more, and landed on a concrete
base.
The Max H. Churchill ambulance brought him to the Murray
Hospital for treatment. The extent
of his injuries are not known
at this time.
Mr. Lubie Thurrnand is reHe had use of his arms and covering from an -accident suflegs, according to Churchill, but fered recently when he stepped
may suffer from some internal from a truck to a platform.
injury.
missing the platform and falling
.
John Shroat, superintendent of to the ground.
the boat dock said he assisted
I* suffered two broken ribs
him into the ambulance.
and a broken left arm.

Mr. Lubie Thurmond
Recovers From Fall

*
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Essence Of
Small Town
Revealed

MAJOR LEAGUE

We Need To Receiving Kind Of
Pitching That
Laugh Says
George Lewis Could Winn White Sox's A Pennant
By MILTON RICHMAN
United Press Sports Writer
Al Lopez neved had it so good
at Cleveland.
With the Indians, Lopez had
some mighty line pitching, but
he's getting an even Letter brand
at Chicago where every starter
on his staff is pitching in with
the kind of complete game victories that could bruig the White
Sox their lint pennant in 38
years.
It was Bob Keegan's turn Friday night and the 34-year-cld
right hander came through with
a sparkling four-hit, 6-0 victory
over Detroit that increased the
White Sox American lead to
four games.
Catcher Sherm Lollar gave
Keegan all the margin he needed when he blasted a two-run
bonier off Frank Lary in the
first inning and Walt Dropo added a little icing to the cake
with a grandslam homer in the
eighth.
Baltimore defeated the secondplace Yankees, 3-1; Kansas City
beat Cleveland by the same 4-1
score, and Washingtcei edged
Boston, 3-2.
Cards Beat Braves
In the National League, St.
Louis topped Milwaukee, 4.3;
ipa Brooklyn,
Philadelplu
2-1, and New York dated
Pittsburgh, 3-2. Rain washed out
the Cincinnati-Chicago game.
Ray Moore held use -Yankees
to five hits in out-pitching Bob
Turley. Al Pilarcik put the Orioles in front with a third inning
homer and then drove us another
run with a sacrifice fiy in the
fifth. Turley was chased in the
sixth when he walked la Baltimore's final run.
Billy Hunter's two-run homer
and Ned Garver's four-hit pitching helped the Athletics to their
triumph over the Incuans. Hunter hit his homer off Tribe starter
Cal McLish, who was knocked
out of the box when the A's
scored all their runs in the thirdinning. Garver faced only 30
men in gaining his fourth victory.
A two-out single by 'Jim Lemon in the ninth inning off Tom
brought Herb Piews
Brewer
mime from second base witn
Washington's winning run. The
Senators, who scored their sixth
victory in the last seven games,
tied the score at 2-2 in the
eighth with the help of Brewer's
wud throw. 'fru Clevenger was
the winner in relief of Russ
Kemmerer.

By DOC QUIDD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK eft —To George
SATURDAY — JUNE 1, 1957
Q. Lewis, the tendency of many
Americans to look down their
noses at the titter, the chuckle,
the giggle, the hyena, the barn•
W L Pet. GB boola, the yuk, the boffon, and
the yok—In the order of increas26 14 .850
Cincinnati
he long expected resignation of Treasury Secretary
ing intensity named — is no
Brooklyn
23 15 .605
2
George M. Humphrey, the most powerful man in the
23 16 .590
2 laughing matter.
1
2/
Milwaukee
He believes we should laught
23 16 .590
214
Philadelphia
Eisenhower cabinet, was announced yesterday and fiscal
aloud and like it.
19 19 .500 6
ingredients of St. Louis
basic
are
These
Republican
the
Party.
for
ahead
road
rough
a
experts see
"Very few people laugh aloud
17 23 .425 .9
the old-time Midwestern type of New York
at home watcrung TV," he says.
12 24 .333 12
The Humphrey resignation means, of course, that ad- small town, like Piggott, Ark., Chicago
"They may smile, or snicker,
11 27 .289 14
vocates of thrift in government have taken a licking and a place of some 3,00 ruggedly Pittsburgh
but that doesn't do you any
independent souls w-here 'foby
the Eisenhower New Republican party of 'tax and spend' grew up.
good. You got to laugh—the way
Yesterday's Results
they told Ike to do when he
has emerged the victor in a fight that has been going on
If you're a whittler in Piggott,
you're right-smart past middle Chicago at CM., night, ppd., rain flubs on the golf course. I feel
behind the scenes ever since 1953.
age and are semi-retired, and Philadelphia 2 Brooklyn 1, night that laughter is a therapy and
a culture.
Humphrey will return to his job as Chairman of the about 8 o'clock every morning New York 3 Pittsburgh 2, night also
"And people are self-conscious
on one of rSt. Louis 4 Milwaukee 3, night
place
your
take
you
Board of Directors of National Steel and unless Congress
about laughing aloud in a crowd.
the wooden benches under the
Why should laughter be almost
shows a more independent attitude than it has in more maple trees on the nu th side
- Today's Games
illegal? This is not the America
than a quarter of a century the fiscal,policy of the gov- of the courthouse.
I once knew. People are not ex'Brooklyn at Philadelphia, night pressing
ernment will continue as in the past towards increased
Lunch Time Bre
themselves."
Pittsburgh
at
York
New
expenditures, higher taxes and more inflation.
You whittle with a pocket
Laughing Academy Started
Cincinnati
at
Chicago
To the end of the shoring up
1 day,
knife on a cedar suck
this sag in our culture, Lewis
Secretary Humphrey said last January "unless gov- with maybe a break fie noon- St. Louis at Milwaukee, night
has started a laughing academy.
dining. You sit with 50 to
ernment spending is curbed I predict we will have anTomorrow's Games
Each Wednesday night, He to 15
100 other ..whittlers, saying little,
other-depression that will make your hair curl." Presi- ellaving off razor-thin, silvers
persons go to school; Just for
dest-•Eisetthow er-h as -exerted his -greatest influence-to with tonge-senootn, away-teem- Brooklyn at Philadelphia
laughs.- Tuition is --$1 a -night.
at' Pittsburgh (2)
lhe school has two instructors.
date to prevent any reductions in government spending. the body strokes that are almost New York
Chicago at Cincinnati (2)
One, Lou •Dukay, is a comedian
a rhythm.
who has been laughing, more or
Anybody who whittles toward St. Loins at Milwaukee
We have attributed the two successful campaigns of
less regularly, for 30 years. The
is a real square. You
President Eisenhower largely to the support he reCeived himselfwhittle
other is Madelain Klein, a Huntto carve out anydon't
from conservatiVes in both parties, but his advisers un- thing: You Just do it fur the art
er College student who is writing a laughter thesis.
of whittling. Early next morning,
doubtedly think he was elected by New Dealers.
W L Pct, GB
"We do this laughing about an
a handyman cleans the court26 11 .703
hour," Lewis explained. "First
The retirement of Humphrey may be the fore-runner house yard of the piles of shav- Cluago
4
23 16 .5100
Lou and Madelain lectuee. Then
is repeated. New York,
of a complete shake-up.in the cabinet because other con- ings, and the processwhittler,
5
22 17 .564
you Cleveland
we ask the people to get up and
if you're not a
7
21 20 .512
servatives are not the kind of men who will long hold may be a checker player, and Detroit
laugh in different tones. Give
4
1
7
.500
21
21
Boston
out. Express themselves. We run
positions of frustration.
you inhabit the same region,
18 23 439 10
City
the scale, up high to down low:
playing mostly up on Me band- Kansas
12
.385
24
15
Baltimore
Heehehahahahuhohohawhaw.
stand. On a Saturday there may
2
/
141
.341
29
15
Washington
"Then we get the group to
be as many as 200 players and
laughing in chorus to music. We
kibitzers gathered.
Yesterday's Reslats
do 'Tea For Two'—Ha Ha-Ha,
U you're not one of these
•
Ha Ho Ho-Ho—Only sometimes
hen the Senate Committee opened its investigation groups, you may be in the coffee Baltimore 3 New York- 1, night
it sounds like 'April In Paris.'
group.
of "rackets" in the Teamster)-Union the late Senator
It gets to be a free-for-all atter
"This is composed of men who Washington 3 Boston 2, night
a while. People go off on their
Joseph McCarthy said if it ever led to the questioning of mostly are merchants," Toby Chicago 6 Detroit 0, night
go from place to Kansas City 3, Cleveland 1, night own.
Walter Reigheriand his Automobile ,Workespe Union the says. "They business
section Ii r
piece in the
"We've got a pharmacist, a
"stink" stirred up over Dave Beck would smell like per- coffee, over which they exchange
Today's Games
housewife, a clerk, an advertispolitics.
transact
and
fume by comparison. He intimated there would be plenty news items
ing art man, a traffic manager, a
purchasing
agent_ an arsenal
of odor from other union operations, too, if exposed to You find the same fellows at one Detroit at Chicago
night
City,
Kansas
place at 7 a.m., another place at Cleveland at
worker, and a court reporter,
the light of publicity.
9 a.m., and so on througn 10, 2, Boston at Washington,
among others. School will keep
Baltimore at New York
on going until they get sick of
In commenting on his opinion we said the committee 3 and 4. Some drink 15 to 18
laughing, far as I'm concerned.
cups a day.
would likely go no further than the Teamster's Union —
Tomorrow's Games
To me it's a serous business.
Tighteye tired
that a certitin amount of investigation is good politics, "And then there are the rickThese people are enjoying a new
(2)
culture."
but if carried too far the investigators themselves may names. We had Humpy Wade Detroit at Chicago
City
Kansas
at
Oeveland
and
Berry
It might be well to remark
Turnbuckle
and
be destroyed, as was the case with McCarthy.
Washington
Rookie Eddie Kaskc batted in
here that Lewis is the instigator
Tighteye Sneed. Tighteye had Boston at
(2)
for the game in
York
New
at
The aim of the average investigation seems to be to three brothers named Goosegg, Baltimore
and driving force behind Nation- the winning run
inning. Wally Moon
get a "scrape-goat." Just jail somebody and if he is big Roundhead, and Batsy.
al Laugh Week, the National the eighth
streak to 24 conAssociation of Gagwriters, t h e ran his hitting
"My real name is Telly Otto
enough the heat will be immediately turned off all the
with a sixthLaugh Olympics, the Comedy secutive games
Bruce, but Toby is the nickLindy McDaniel
other "racketeers."
Workshop, Humor Hall of Fame. inning double.
name that stuck. I also was calSt Louis for
and other desperate attempts to went the route for
Bagears, Eaglebeak, and
led
By UNITED' PRESS
victory while Juan
About the only thing left for Beck to worry about Little Britches. When I went
the country's mirth pos- his fourth
limber
NEW YORK: Harold Johnson
Pizarro suffered his fourth loss.
is the charge he failed to pay income tax on his "take," back to Piggott last summer. Inc
ture.
Philadelphia, knocked out
176%,
Phil, Move Up
pla)ers
checker
or "loan" from the Teamsters' Union. He will probably whittlers and
Clarence Hinnant, 173, WashingWhen to Laugh
and nicknames were there, same
Willie
and
Roberts
Robin
go to jail for that, but we doubt if he will have to make as ever, and I suspect there is ton, D. C. (S).
He claims that when his pupils
beat the
t
coroplete the laugh course, they'll Jones teamed up
any financial sacrifice, so far as his income from the un- not another small town in the
the Pinnies
know the proper place to laugh Dodgers and move
U.S.A. that preserves them as
ion is concerned.
within 2½ games of the firstclaims),
he
end,
the
(at
joke
a
in
Dupes,
Ralph
139%,
PARIS:
faithfully.
place Redlegs. By los.ng, BrookOrleans, drew with Sera- how to laugh at home when the
According to information brought out at the investiToby now runs a small-ap- New
lyn dropped two games back of
laughs
from
missing
are
canned
(10).
France
gave up six
gation the union pays him fifty thousand dollars a year, pliance store in Key West. Fla. prim Ferrer, 141 34,
TV shows, and how to classify Cincinnati. Roberts
homer by Roy
and keeps him up, that it gives him a $160,000.00 home He's in New York for the opensome 117 different types of hits, one was a
„s-,
of "A Face in the Crowd,"
laughter.
to live in, pays his travel, entertainment and vacation aingmovie
for which he was tech"The yok, for instance," . he —hahaha, like that—but heavier
expenses. And he said himself that the union must pay nical adviser on small town life.
said, "that's the big one—the than a chuckle."
the fifty thousand dollars a year as long as he lives. He When the tuthor and the direcLewis is philosophical about
explosion—the one the comics
tor first asked him to take then
pray for. The Yuk is a long the academic life.
could have retired on full pay two years ago.
to an Arkansas small town in
"People don't have to come to
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. aTi — shade lower than the yok. The
Nothing has been proven by the investigation of the which they could shout t h c
Smiling Sam Hanks was richer boffola is bigger than ayuk but my school. They can stay horse
Teamster's Union. One unworthy leader has been dis- movie, he took then to Piggott. by ,
$103,844 today as the winner not so big as a yok. The barn- and laugh, and send me a dollar
credited but the system that breeds arrogance, intoler- Next morning he figured he'd of Thursday's Memorial Day boola, that's a small type laugh if they want."
done right. Both had got knives
auto classic.
ance, sometimes violence, has escaped unscathed.
and j4sined- the whittlers.
Hanks drew the motley in the
form of a paycheck Friday,
which included a total of $58,250 in race and quaQifying money, $24,375 in acceau. ry awards
and $2e,400 in lap prizes.
Having previously announced
his retirement, he declined a bid
to lead nine other American
racers in the Italian 500-miler
at Monza June 29.,
Rookie Eddie Sachs, who finished 23rd in the "500', was
named to replace Hanks in leadership of the Monza contingent.
Hanks' payoff came trom a
total purse of $300,252, which
was well above last year's $2e2,050. He also topped the personal
receipts of $93,819, which went
to Pat Flaherty, winner of the
When it is a question of wed1956 speedway grind.

ROUGH ROAD AHEAD

T

By DOC QUIGG
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK COI —What is the
real essence of a rural small
town? Well, there has been some
changes made in the last couple
of generations, but the way Toby
Bruce figures it, if you ain't
got whittlers, checker players,
and nicknames it's not the real
thing.

STANDINGS

National League

American League

BECK THE SCRAPE-GOAT

W

Fight Resultd

Campanella, the 2.3ith 'of his
N.L. career. It tied the league
record for a catcher set by Gabby Hartnett. Jones won the
game with a two-run triple off
Don Drysdale in the fourth.
Willie Mays extended his hitting streak to 19 games with a
double in the eighth inning and
on Ray
subsequently scored

Katt's sacrifice fly with the run
beat Pittsburgh. Pirate
that
starter JEKNa Aney• blanked the
Giants on two hits until joi.he
seventh when they tied the iikre
at 2-2 on Whitey Lockman's
single with the bases tull. Reliever Al Worthington was credited with his fourth victory.

- SIAMESE TWINS

SEPARATED

4C:

°°
:30
(Exoe
9:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:10
14e30
12:00

1.1011.1.
•
SIAMESE TWIN BOYS born April 26 to Mr. and Mrs. William
e
r:
rl
man ars held by nurses In North Side hospital. Youngstown,
after their separation. They were joined at the abdomen. Left:
by
held
John N., held by Nurse Mildred Engle, Right: James Z.,
Nurse Barbara Negeotta. The Youngstown Vindicator is collect(International)
ing a fund to help the family.

DR. DOUGLAS WALLACE
11

wishes to announce

The removal of his dental office
to

202 South Sixth Street
(formerly Berry Insurance Bldg.)

p.

Phone 838

A

W0NDERFUL3,,
NEW IDEA!

RYAN
MILK f
CO.

Multi-Vitamin low-Fat Milk

Wedding Bells About
To Ring?
Order Invitations Here

Max H. Churchill

TRUCKLOAD OF PIPE and portable pumps at System of Interstate and Defense Highways
a Federal (len Defense Administration ware- isuperimposed in white) will, within 12 years, probe*, ready to move into the California good Os- vide a grid of freeways for such troche to speed
"Aar of December lf/M. The 41,110-mile National food, and Miser help to alienate/dam tygpA phara4

Funeral Home.
Superior Ambulance
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
— Friendly Service —
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98

LEDGER & TIMES

Sunburst
Multi-Vitamin Low-Fat Milk

Ryan Milk Co.
GRADE "A" MILK
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AF'
MOM
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:15
2:30
3:00
3:45
5:15

5:30
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:10
10:15
42:00

530
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
110:00
10:10
10:15
12:00

5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
gh8:00
1'9:00
10:00
10:10
10:15
12:00

5:30
6:30
7:30
900
09:30
10:00
10:10
10:15

/I

ding invitations or announcements, we have all the answers
...correct in every detail, truly
worthy of the occasion. See our
samples.

5:30
6SXI
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:15
1,0:20
12:00

NON
6:30
6:40
6:55
7:00
7:45
7:55

Sam Hanks Richer
By $103,844 Today

'Ns

11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
100
1:30
2:30
3:00
4:00
04:30

it

run
rate
the
he
More
Lan's
Rered-

•
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SATt7RDAY — JUNE 1, 1957

TERLEDGER

TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Kentucky-. Teleprompter
TV SCHEDULE
Daylight Saving Time
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:30
3:00
4:00
*4:30
5:00
5:30
600
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:15
fet)20
12:00

AM -PM SUNDAY
Heckle and Jeckle
Faith for Today
Little Rascals
Wild Bill Hickok
TBA
Face The Nation
World News Roundup
Odyssey
The Last: Word
You Are There
Lassie
Soldier of Fortune
Ed Sullivan Show
G.E. Sunday Night Theatre
Alfred Hitchcock Presents
$64,000 Challenge
What's My Line
The Visitor
Marge & Gower Champion
Sunday News Special
Weathervane
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)

MORNING PROGRAMS
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
6:30 Channel 5's.Farm Report
6:40 Speer Family
6:55 Morning News & Weather
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
7:45 CBS News
7:55 Morning News & Weather
:00 Garry Moore
w8:30 Arthur Godfrey
(Exoept Friday, Garry Moore)
9:30 Strike It Rich
10:00 Valiant Lady
10:15 Love of Life
10:30 Search For Tomorrow
10:45 The Guiding Light
11:00 CBS News
11:10 Stand Up And Be Counted
11.:30 As The World Turns --12:00 Our Miss Brooks (Noon)
it•
ib

AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
12:30 House Party
1:00 The Big Payoff
1:30 Bob Crosby
2:00 The Brighter Day
2:15 The Secret Storm
2:30 The Edge of Night
300 Jimmie Dean Show
3:45 The Big Show
5:15 Doug Edwards & News

111
5:30
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:10
10:15
92:00

5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
I/0:00
10:10
10:15
12:00

5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
268:00
v9:00
10:00
10:10
10:15
12:00

5:30
6:30
7:30
9:00
Q9:30
10:00
10:10
10:15

PM MONDAY
Popeye and Friends
Talent Scouts
I Love Lucy
December Bride
Studio One
Robin Hood
Burns & Allen
Shell _Big News
Weathervane
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)

12:00

Sign Off (Midnight)

7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:10
10:15
12:00

PM FRIDAY
Beat The Clock
Popeye and Friends
Dick --Powell's Zane Grey
Theatre
Mr. Adams & Eve
Frontier Doctor
The Lineup
Person To Person
Schlitz Playhouse
West Point
Shell Big News
Weathervane
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)

7:30
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
11:00
11:30
11.45

AM SATURDAY
Captain Kangaroo
Mighty Mouse Playhouse
Susan's Show
It's A Hit
Big Top
Sky King
Air Force Digest
Little Rascals

5:30
6:00
6:30

•PM SATURDAY
12:15 Dizzy Dean Show
12:25 Game of the Week
3:00 RoY Rogers
4:00 Spotlight on Opera
4:30 Family Conference
5:00 Woods 'N Waters
5:30 The Buccaneers
6:00 Jackie Gleason Show
7:00 Gale Storm Show
7:30 S R 0 Playhouse
8:00 Gunsmoke
8:30 Death Valley Days
9:00 Federal Men
9:30 Public Defender
19:00 Million- Dollar Movies L
11:30 Target You
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)

Billie Dove
Out For Good
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD ar — Silent
screen star Billie Dove is one
retired movie queen who can't
be lured back !Vito show business.
She's content to let her handsome son carry on the acting
tradition.
Miss Dove will be remembered
by grown-ups in the audience as
the Elizabeth Taylor of the '20's'
a brunette beauty with big eyes,
spit - curls, bobbed hair and a
cupid's bow mouth.

Recently she arrfved in town
from her sumptuous Palm Springs
PM TUESDAY
home—but riot to join other stars
Name That Tune
of past glories in television come
Popeye and Friends
backs. Instead she's visiting the
Private Secretpry
movie set of her 25-year-old son,
To Tell The Truth
Robert Kenaston Jr.
Red Skelton
While his mother stays in re$64,000 Question
tirement, Robert has decided to
Spike Jones Show
try for .stardom himself. After
O'Henry Playhouse
small roles in "The Bridges of
Phil Silvers Show
Toko-Ri", The Proud and the
Shell Big News
Profane" and' "The Tin Star",
Weathervane
he's coming into his own with
Million Dollar Movies
a fat role at Paramount Studio
Sign Off (Midnight)
in "Teacher's Pet."
"But not me, I stopped acting
PM WEDNESDAY
shortly after I was married,"
Popeye and Friends
laughed Miss Dove, now Mrs.
Popeye and Friends
Robert Kenaston, wife of a reGiant Step
tired rancher.
The Millionaire
"I started work very young,
I've Got A Secret L
in my teens. and I decided that
U. S. Steel Hour
when I married I wanted to have
Arthur Godfrey Show
a normal, or non-professional,
,
Shell Big News
life. I gave up acting because I
Wethervane
wanted to.
Million Dollar Movies
"In Palm Springs the days are
Sign Off (Midnight)
not long enough to do everything
I like. I play golf and paint, do
a normal amount of entertaining
PM THURSDAY
and run my home. I also have a
Popeye and Friends
19-year-old daughter, Gail."
Climax
Billie Dove now looks like the
Playhouse 90
Sgt Preston of the Yukon wealthy Palm. Springs matron
Bob Cummings
she Is -- beautiful prematurely
white hair; a clear, tanned skin
Shell Big News
and expensive dresses with
Weathervane
sweaters to match.
Million Dollar Movies

Thank You

.(ContInued from Front Page)

In Wide Use

my heart felt thanks
to all the people of Calloway County, for your many kindnesses shown
me in the Primary Election.
May I extend

of my ability.

will always remember the effort

May I also extend to my friend
and opponent, Hafton Garner, a sincere wish for the very best of everything in life, including good health,
happiness and success

Randall Patterson.

••

Only $4650
Really Full Suspension!
* Construction in heavy guage steel, built
to last.
* Back file folders just as easy to get as those
in front.
Why Put Up With Cumbersome Files
When You Can Place One Of
These In Your Office
others to . . . . $83.75

See The Many Styles of Cabinets Available in the

Office Supply Department
of the Daily

Gratefully Yours

A.A.'Red' Doherty

Map shows how civil defense forces, frustrated Ia.
New Orleans by uater labstaclec to traffic on
almost every side, could seal thousands of cars
stralsrhil acroau. the hose lake barcier to the aorth.!
budge AI Oletbed to traffic in Atigust_100
.11

* Smooth gliding drawers, spring compressors and guide rods.

to Cohen Stubblefield in his sincere
bid for this office.

WORLD'S LONGEST BRIDGE, the 24-mile
_ake Ponteiartrain Causeway north of New
Orleans. Is a spectacular example of new highsay construction which mold be used to help
empty target sitter ahead of attacking planes.

NE
FULL SUSPENSION
OFFICE FILE

for Sheriff of Calloway County. I

to extend my sincere congratulations

CIVIL DEFENSE EVACUATION would look like cess to major surface streets would be controlled,
this with carefully controlled traffic moving one- traffic on cross streets banned. Reports indicate
way outbound from a threatened target city at a that some 32 million persons could be evacuated
rate of up to 1,2041 autos per hour per lane, except from 105 target areas in 1 1,1 hours by using this
that cars would be carrying more people. All so- system..Carnerarnen, Inc., Photo by Berkeley Payne)

Mrs.J.

for the support given me in my race

May I take this opportunity also

NEW YORK
— The American Cancer Society said in its
annual report published today
that one third of all cancelvictims are now being cured.
"Instead of one in four of
those afflicted in the United
States being saved from cancer,"
the Society said, -today one in
three is being saved.
In a 76-page booklet, the Society said new success in the
battle against cancer is being
achieved because improved methods of diagnosis and treatment
are more available and people
are being persuaded to see their
doctors earlier.
It announced generally encouraging statistics showing 800,000
American victims of the disease
saved and 700,000 being successfully treated.
,
The Society said there is
"marked improvement in survival
rates for localized early cancer"
and "moderate improvement" for
41:w:es Ixtrh regional involvement.
The Society recommended chest
X-rays for all adults, pelvic
examination for all adult women '
and annual health checkups for
all adults.
ACS said it has been able
to devote $28,667,096 to combating the disease during the present fiscal year. Over 27 million
dollars of the money was derived
from the 1956 Cancer • Crusade.
The *ACS is spending the funds
essentially on research, education
and patient service.
One result of ACS-sponsored
research is cell examination of
uterine cancer. The report called
this technique a major 'advance
in discovering cancer in women.
H -wird -the method is ---acenrete-}
in detecting symptomless cancer
of the cervix in over 95 per
cent of women examined.

the Yankees would use tricky
tactics to try and get by the
Rebel trap, but each time they
By WILLIAM EWALD
were either blown to bits or United
Press Staff Correapondent
captured by the mighty "Wizzard
NEW YORK ail —You may
of the Saddle" and his brave find it hard to believe,
but there
men. It soon became impossible is something that
TV stars use
for the Yankees to use the more than Miltuwn.
Tennessee for a supply route
Teleprompter.
and as opposition for Forrest
A kind of electronic tranquilat Heiman was getting slack, izer, Teleprompter is the genie
orders were given to clear out that unreels scripts. Fommercials
of Heiman and move down to and ad libs during shows for
Johnsonville to aid the Rebels those TV performers • who are
there.
reasonably literate. It's only six
When Forrest left Heiman he years old, but it's big for its
made a move that was not yet age.
written in the West Point rules.
He put his big guns aboard the
All three networks lean on it,
boats he had captured from the even for programs as informal as
Yankees and headed down the Artbur Godfrey's and
Garry
river in pursuit, with his best Moore's. In fact, just about the
soldiers giving him support from only big time star who isn't
the banks.
telepropted is Perry Como—he
Now that fighting had ceased uses cue cards, the cardboard
at Heiman, quietness had at Sheets with words printed on last come again to the Fort. them that were popular during
As the men under the commons! the frontier days of the medium.
of General Forrest pulled away
According to Herbert Hobler,
from the "Island In The Sky" vice-president in charge of sales
their minds quickly wondered, at Telepropter, some 12 stations
back to the many bloody battles around the nation also lease
they had encountered, and of equipment from his outfit. It's
the many hardships would go used, too, by TV outlets in Great
along with warfare. As the boats Britain, Canada Cuba, Puerto
moved farther down tile river Rico and Columbia.
and "The Island In The Sky"
"The political conventions in
grew dimmer, quietness fell over 1956 are a good example of the
the men and each man gave a acceptance
of
Teleprompter,"
though to .how a great grey said Hobler today. "There were
ruthless man that signed his 148 speeches delivered at both
name as N. B. Forrest, had come conventions with its aid. Even
to Heiman on his horse and Frank Clements, who had qUite
a reputation as a speaker, used
brought her glory.
When Forrest took his guns it fOr _his Democratic keynote
-sartrr'and the flames of Johnson- address.
ville no longer lit the skies of
"In fact, there was one top
Western Tennesee, Heiman slip- GOP leader at San Francisco
ped back into the quietness of who had just about everything
passing time, marked only by on his Teleprompter speech —
the rising and setting of the when to raise his hand, when to
sun on the horizon.
stop for laughter, all sorts of'
I••••
Some how with the coming cues. It was quite a successful
of the TVA the Fort remained speech."
(Continued from Front Page)
Teleprompter generall is cred- gave an entertaining and inuncluttered with a fine print of
official reservation, when all ad- ited with turning former Presi- spirational talk on the place of
- the club woman in the comjacent lands were not so fortu- dent Truman 'from a so-so plat-,
nate. There is no explanation form ,speaker into a fairly poi- munity, and the opportunity f
except that Dr. Rainey Wells, ished one. For President Eisen- service.
MEM.
President of Murray State hower, the Teleprompter people
Mrs. -Hosick reviewed brietiy
College and owner of Fort Hei- once developed an extra - large the accomplishments of the past
man, then and for many years type so he could deliver his TV year and expressed her appreciabefore loved the Fort as she spe•ches without glasses. T h e tion to all who had worked to
was meant to be loved and made "Eisenhower type" is five-eighths meet the goals.
few changes except to bridge he of an inch high instead of the
A standing ovation was given
moat-like breastworks, build the usual one-half inch.
Mrs. Hosick for her leadership
Steve Allen uses the "Eisen- the past year.
house of logs, and dig a well
100 feet in solid rock, big enough hower type" for his NBC-TV
had a female Japanese singer on
vound to hold the body of a show.
Hobler points out that just his show not long ago, Tele.'
man.
At the saddle of the ridge about anything can be turned out prompter furnished her songs in
near the home of Charles Brewer, on a Teleprompter -7- music, her native language.
his care taker, he built kennels mathematical symbols, foreign
big enough to hold a hundred tongues. When Arthur Godfrey
hounds. For many years the
hills for miles around echoed the letter: Mr. Tennessee at
to the music of the fox race Paris. Albert got the letter right
and many were the stories told on time.
about all night hunts of Dr.
Albert called on Dr. Wells
Wells and his friends.
with no memorized speech but
Professor Wells' decision to a sincere to discuss the purchase
sell Fort Heiman was not easy. of Fort Heiman. Albert promisHowever, when the unhappy fact ed to leave the place natural.
became known around, he was like it was and love it. He got
beseiged by real estate promot- the title to "The Island In The
ers, princes of the honky-tonk, Sky" for these reasons.
and builders of resorts. But Dr.
And so today Fort Heiman
Wells had no idea of releasing remains as it did in the olden
his beloved hill into the era days when it was a vital part
of the beer can and the recreation of history and perhaps had the
table.
great General Forrest remained
The man who got it had to on its 9 shores to fight instead
hke
it
love it, and leave it
of moving to Johnsonville, this
was. One day he came. His Fort high on the bluff of the
name was Albert W. Jackson, Tennessee would have been imwho'd grown up in Henry County. mortalized in the pages of writHe was and is a quiet man and ten history. Yet it carries even
quite determined in his way. today the scars of the bloody
He has traveled quite a lot and battles fought there and the
leaves friends wherever he goes. trenches remain to remind future
Once a friend wrote him from generations of the brave men
New York and just addressed who trod her grounds.

I shall endeavor to fulfill my duties and obligations to you to the best

made by my friends in my behalf.
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—One Third Of
Cancer Victims
Being Cured
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PAGE FOUR

Weddings

WOMEN'S PAGE

glib; New

Locals

Two Bride-elects
Honored Recently
With Bridal Tea

Activitiea

Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 694-M-4 or 7634
Mrs. Roy Provine
Hostess For Young
Women's Circle

PERSONALS

Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Ford of born on Sunday, May 19, at the
The Young Women's Circle of Hammona, Mu., spent the weea Murray Hospital.
•• • •
the Woman's Society of Chris- enu Win air. aim sites. it. n.
tian Service of the Hazel Meth- ZlaUia. airs. 11002 is a niece La
Billy Dan is the name chosen
odist Church held its regular airs. airitUSAL
•• -•
by Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Edgar
monthly meeting on Thursday,
Walker of Murray Route Six
May 23, at seven-thirty o'clock
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Kable for their son, weighing nine
in the evening in the home of
e
anu (14u:bluer, isancy, win ari/V
pounds four ounces, born on
Mrs. Roy Provine 9n the Hazel
, ler a LCD
in atl//CI ay Dail/1W*
Thursday, May 23, at the MurRoad.
nay visit wiui air. ADC/ airs. nay ray Hospital.
Mrs. Dub Russell was in k.„a Die 01 2:111,11C1 atreet.
.• •.
charge of the program on the
Miss fdabie Harris, Hospital
thesne, "We Love and Then We
Dust slides off a waxed dustGive." Others appearing on the Ineuuon, wai leave LOr
pan more easily than off an unLee
acre
w
Ava
weer.s
two
in
Miss
were
program
waxed one.
Wilson, Mrs. Roy Provine, Miss sue nes accepieu a pasiuon won
Carl
Mrs.
and
Lie noopitai mere.
Marlene Edwards,
- •• • •
A. Dickerson.
_Mr. and Mrs. rieroert J. BranThe business session was pre- Qua oi Jesci iou.e ,Ue are toe
sided over by the president, Mrs.
01 a Soil, ailielidet 4../
Henry K. West. Pledge cards WeLiallirla se en potaisa la ounces,
/
•
for the coming year were signed
and the group made plans to
the circle.
remember shut-ins . and to . do ley• PILSCrlall joining
De ilea.. lure.taa.W1,LL oe Dela
some work on some of the Sunhi V. 1,11
day Sehool rooms as a special ML use cisuIL/1 on Julie
4.Q. ta IllcuaUcl'a as e
1
.uevso/
project.
new
Refreshments were served to larsetil M) De paesell, kulal
eleven members with Mrs. Wes- 114r.a.u.1.0ers aie wet:come.

Household Hints
A low ceiling will appear higher when it is of a lighter color
than the walls; when it is white
tinted a little with the wall
color; when wallpaper has vertical stripes or a vertical floral
design reaching from the baseboard to the ceiling and if without border; when- figured walls
have plain draperies.
The fullest flavor in frozen
strawberries is obtained by using
granulated sugar and mixing it
throughout the fruit. But packing in syrup is less likely to
bruise the berries.

EARTH SATELLITE VEHICLE‘

hal Snipley, son of air. anu airs. E. D. Shipley, won
the puoiie al/easing clidiA.C211. Ia.ni. Wee& LI1 a reguxual
matte num
wInuf,pg of this contest
—near-di
be
wilt
wnica
contest
state
tne
enter
elision to
tiarta11161./Brif 011 aune
afterJ. W. - NM ' Hutchens, age 76, died Saturday
me
ulifless.
Ut
wees.s
tieverai
atter
p.m.
noon at 1:10
cause of nis CleaLn was attnuutea to a strose. Leatti came
at Murray Hospital.
. tie is suravea oy his wife, Mrs. Lula Hutchens of
Murray ana one son, Huuert tiutcnens of tiolden Pond.
Mrs. Maynard ttagsciale, chairman of the Poppy
of tne American Legion Auxiliary said touay (,umite that
y
the sale of Poppies last Jaturcuty netted the Auxiliar
*loti.UO.
The money will go to disabled veterans in the Veterans Hospitals in Kentucky.
R. Riley announces the opening of his store
Mr.
moved
in new quarters knday, June 1. The store is being
Fourth
from the old location at the corner of Maple and
Theatre.
Streets to the new building next to the Varsity
sponsortrip
a
enoying
are
Shruat
John
Mr. and Mrs.
, of
ed by the Commonwealth Life Insurance Company
the
Louisville. Mr. Shroat won the trip by qualifying for
effort..
sales
his
through
Club,
Commonwealth

10 Years Ago This Week
• Mr. and Mrs. George Henry and children, Melissa
with
and Don of Jonesboro, Ark., are spending this week
Melugin.
Mrs. Henry's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Moody and two children returned
Monday, folto their home in Paul's Valley, Oklahoma,
of MurCollins
Elmer
Mrs.
and
lowing a visit with Mr.
ray, Route 5.
Mesdames Jack Farmer, Marshall Berry, Nat Ryan
hostesses
Hughes, Frank Holcomb and H. C. Corn were
club
at an early summer dessert bridge at the woman's
on Wednesday afternoon.
Fourteen tables were placed for the game.
Mrs. Joel Stephens and son, Dickie Joe, of Elizabethtown, Tenn., are guests this week of her parents, Mr. and
t
Mrs. John Shackelford.
Camp
for
Saturday
leave
will
Rowlett
Mrs. Tom
Shantituck near Louisville, where she will take the established camp director's course for two weeks. Mrs.
Rowlett will be director of the West Kentucky Girl
Scouts Camp at Bear Creek for the remainder of the
summer.

Ledger & Times File

1

thud
HERE IS the earth satellite launching vehicle, undergoing
tests in its metal tower at the Martin plant in Baltimore before
being shipped to the launching site in Florida. The Launching
rocket is 72 feet long. The satellite will be placed In the nose
internaltonal Soundoltotos
cone (upper photo).

A total of 410 persons were enrolled in the adult education'ciasses sponsored by the WPA Education Program
In Calloway County during the month of April, accord_ing to figures released by Owen Billington, local supervisor.
Mrs. Susan Emily Miller Skinner, born Aug. 2, 1871,
wife of Rev. J. E. Skinner, former pastor of the First
Baptist Church in Murray and long prominent in 4aptixt
affairs in this section, was found dead in bed at her
home, Lexington, Tenn.,'Saturday morning.
A heart attack was given as the cause of her death.
Besides her husband, Mrs. Skinner is survived by four
sons and three daughters.
The Murray Swimming Ppol, which ha been operated
by the Murray Consumer's Coal and Ice Company for
the past several years, will not be opened this year, according to Marvin Whitnell.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Tyree are moving from the Rey'sHouston Clinic-Hospital to the residence of Mr. and Mrs.
John Whitnell. Mr. Tyree will he associated ieith the
Murray Paint and Wallpaper Company following 18
years service with the clinic.
Funeral services were held at 2:30 Wednesday afternoon for Andrew Phelps, 71, who died Monday at the
home of his son, Clyde Phelps

COLLEG
CLEANER
FREE Pick-up & Delivery
Free Moth Proofirv,
Alteration Service
WATERFIELD

WALTER

ow

nor

1411 Olive Blvd.

UPHOLSTERY
SHOP
104 N. 3rd St. Ph. 54
• High Quality W
• Free Estimates

*

+

YOU GET a looking glass view
of Mrs. Edith Miller as she
denks a champagne toast on
her 101st birthday in Albany,
N. Y. She got a card from
the President, read it eithout
• (International)
glasses.

VARSITY
LAST TIMES TONIGH1

2 Rock-N-Roll Hits
Abby Dalton in
"ROCK ALL NIGH."
- and

AY
NURR
1 ihc tie

Fay

IVIE-11
Tr.

-

Spain - Steve

BY
PIERWHELMING
DEMAND
THE TWO

MOS
DE011

PLUS —
FREE

PAT BOONE

HITS THAT
THRILLED THE
WORLD!

Autographed Pictures
NISII=MmENNIMENNEMI
LAST TIMES TONITE

DEFENSE SECRETARY Charles E.
Wilson warns the Senate foreign relations committee in
Washington against getting
U. S. relation.s with Nationalist
China "out of perspective" because of anti-American rioting
on Formosa. 1ho2srmatioaa0

SUNDAY-MONDAY

9
riemeNNING
*504 01 THIE
OKtY 7*t

mamas'

en

•

WPM KALI • JAY C. RPM
A Ca

COMING SOON
* FIRST RUN MURRAY *

"The Big Boodle"
- ERROL FLYNN -

•

Dale & Stubblefield Drug
PRESCRIPTIONS

Murray Lumber Co. Int I •
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
Phone 262
104 East Maple St.

SCOTT DRUG
Will Be OPEN This Sunth

RAFAEL MARTINEZ sits as a
root ledge of a live-story building in Neva York. threatening
to jump. A policeman watches
from window. Later, a priest
talked to Martinez while- )oliceman edged close enough to
grab him with a flying tackle.
Next stop, hospital for mental
(International)
observation..

for your Drug, Prescription and Sundry Need'
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
11:00 a. m. to 1:00 p.m. for Church flour

Frazee, Meiugin & Holton
INSURANCE AGENTS
usamillat

Telephone 331
Murray,

.a.k

- -

at the U.S.
give some evidence of the ha roc wrought by anti-American rioting
THE BROKEN WINDOWS
in window holds maps torn from walls. Acquittal of a U.S.
r'-,)er
The
Formosa.
Taipei.
in
etnhaa7
onal flosndphotol
•AO prowler touched off the rioting. (Internati
a
Army_ sergent in the killing of

.•

•

Gatlin Building
Kentucky

"It Does Make A Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"

••••....*••••••••••,•

•

"Warpath"
— AND —
"Trial"

AUTOMOBILE — FIRE — CASUALTY

OR IT CAN'T BE HAD

Terrei

in "DRAGSTRIP GIRL" ri

LATE SHOW
TONITE — 11:30
"Rock Around The
Clock"

BROKEN WINDOWS PART OF FORMOSA DAMAGE

WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT

•

I Open 6:30 - Start Dusk

Monday, June 3
The Business Women's Circle
of the WMS -of First Baptist
Church v-11-1 meet with Miss Lorene Swann at seven - thirty
o'clock.
••• •
Tuesday, June 4
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
Woman's Association of College
Presbyterian Church will meet
with Mrs. Jessie Rogers at two
o'clock.
••••
The Lattie Moon Circle of
WMS of First Baptist Church
Mrs. Glenn
will meet with
Wooden at seven-thirty o'clock.
Note change in date.
• •••
The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a potluck supper at the club
house at six-thirty o'clock.
••• •
ANOTHER RED MYSTERY
BERLIN 11" — The Convatinist
East German Partr'orgwn Neues
Deutschland" inforrned ..• readers a Communist Patty lecture
on "We have a right to be proud"
had been canceled. No reasons
were given.

Wallis Drugl

Ph.

TABER$

TFàimosa View
.

Social Calendar

Ledger ea Tunes File

Read Our Class'

A Toast at 101

Two bride-elects were honored
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Lilly enet a tea given recently at the tertained on Thursday, May 23,
home of Mrs. Maurice era::: on at seven-thirty o'clock in the
North Seventh Street by Miss evening with a reception and
Nancy Westerfield and Miss open house at their new home
on South Sixteenth Street for
Sally Jones .
Miss Jeanette Paschall; bride- the graduating seniors of the
elect of Harry lurches, and Miss Industrial arts department of
Rozene Dowdy, bride-elect of Murray State College.
The lovely appointed tea table
Holmes Ellis, Jr., were the honorees for the prenuptial occasion. was overlaid with a white linen
For the event Miss Paschall cloth and centered with a beauwore a navy silk dress with tiful arrangement of pink carnabodice and. Miss tions flanked by candles. Pirk
multi-color
Dowdy wore a navy silk shant- tinted punch and white cakes
ung dress trimmed with blue iced with IA on them were
and white polka dots. They were served. Mrs. H. L. Oakley preeach presented a corsage of sided at the punch bowl. Misses
Sandy and Trudy Lilly assisted
white irises by the hostesses.
The beautifully appointed tea in the serving.
table was overlaid - with a lace
Those present were Mr. and
cloth over green and centered Mrs. Marvin Wrather, Mr. and
with a gorgeous arrangement of Mrs. Preston Ordway, Mr. and
white yellow centered daisies, Mrs. Matt Sparkman, Mr. and
white stook, and ivy. Other ar- Mrs. Paul Lynn, Mr. and Mrs.
rangements of yellow roses were H. L. Oakley, Ronald Baird, Mr.
used at vantage points through- and Mrs. Pat Jones, Mr. and
out the house.
Mrs. Jerry McClarney, Mr. and
Miss Gayle Houston and Miss Mrs. Kenneth Winters, Mr. and
Bemta Maddox assisted the hos- Mrs. Kerney Bailey, Mr. and
tesses in serving.
Mrs. Bob Sweeney, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ellis R. Paschall and Mrs. Eugene Cantrell, Mr. and Mrs.
Will R. lurches, mother and Paul Hawkins, Tom Zachary,
mother-in-law to be respectively Charles Sermons, William West,
Mrs. Don Simons, Robert Baker, Darof Miss Paschall, and
. to Ins Frazier, George Todd, Miss
Holmes Ellis, mother-in4aWr '
be of Miss Dowdy, were present. Nancy Hunter, Frank Fazi, Miss
The guest list included members Pat Overshiner, Mr. and Mrs.
of the Sigma Sigma Sigma soro- Lilly and daughters, Sandy and
Trudy.
rity.
•• ••
•• ••

KANSAS CITY, Mo. 6f$
Gentlemen may prefer blondes,
but chances are .they won't find
many of them in the ranks of
airline hostesses.
Among the girls hired by one
(T-Wiss}fast year, only 13percent were blonde. Since the
airline frowns on "touched up"
tresses, this percentage shouldn't
increase significantly.
' The survey showed that 79
per cent of the girls have dark
brown hair, five per cent are
redhead and four per cent have
coal black locks.
Brown eyes were found among
36 per cent of the hostesses. But
the rest shy away from the listing "blue." preferring instead
such colors as green, hazel,
smoky and grey:
Other statistics revealed the
average airline hostess is 21
years, five months old when
hired, stands five feet, five
weighs 117
inches tall and
pounds.
Most of the hostesses—around
72 per cent—have at least one
year of college education and
nearly all have had some previous werking experience.
•• • •

A 11J.1...• a Lae

20 Years Ago This Week

Reception And Open
House Is Held By
Mr., Mrs. Lilly

Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes, But...

Five Years Ago Today
Cr far
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FOrt. RENT
FURNISHED Garage apartment
near college. 1808 Fanner Ave,
Phone 609-W.
AIC
UNFURNISHED APT., 3 rooms
and bath. Furnace heat, hardwood floors, private entrance.
Available in two weeks. Can be
seen now at 505 Poplar. Mrs.
Mayme Randolph.
TFC

•
Zs par tweed fee wee day, minimum of 17 weeds fee lOs — Ile pee ward fee three days. Claielfled ads are payable In advents*.

•

West Main. Dudley
Phone 584-J.

FOR SALE

Johrt4on. GARDEN TRACTOR. Conner
J3C Implement Co., phone 1313.. J7C

Land Transfers

5 ROOM HOUSE and twenty
acres of corn land. Four miles
out on Highway 641. Will rent
separately or together. Galloway
Insurance Agency. Phone 1062 or
J3C
151-M.

PIANOS, newid used. Seiburn
CHEVROLET, 1955 V8 2 door,
3 ROOM furnished duplex aprt- White, 403 CIWnut St, Murray,
Ky. license. Phone 1142 or 1821.
J112
ment. 1643 Miller. $35 per month. Ky.
TFC Phone 379-J.
J4C
HOUSE TRAILER. 1949 Model
FRYERS, dressed or on foot. Call
Mobil Cruiser, modern, all alum1971.
J4C TWO ROOM furnishol apart- inum. Priced to sell. Call 1911ment, Murray - Maytiekl road. X-i or see at 1610 Miller Ave.
ELECTRIC Frigidaire range, re- Mile from college. Prefer man
, .A1P
t frigerator and washing machine and wife working. No children.
with tubs. See at 1101 and 1103 Call 1625.
J3P 1957 PLYMOUTH Belvedere, V8,
4 door hardtop, heater, whitewalls, push button drive. Save
8500. Eentering Armed Forces.
Meredith Rogers, neunilton Ave.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Pozzie
Phone 844-W.
A IP

i

;4

•

if

33—Frolic
ACROSS
84—Man's name
1—Drink slowly
36—Protection
4—Prick
37--Garpentsea
pa n fully
tool
9—Flying mammal
12—Indonesian
l&-Boace
40—Quiet
tribesman
•
13—Agencies
- 41—Combing. as
wool
14—Falsehood
45—..Metal
IS—Gaseous
'46—Summon forth
hydrocarbon
48—Also
17—Rent
49—Siamee• unit of
19—Fruit cake
currency
20—Happy
60—Tropical fruit
21—Concerning
23—Inferior race
(Pf
61—Greek letter
horses
26—Flock
DOWN
27—Sketches
28—Exclamation
1—Man's
29—Sea eagle
nickname
30—Vital organ
2—Suffix:
31—Wine cup
follower of
32—Avenue
3—Model
(abbr.)
t

4

3

5 • 7

300 MOO MD00
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8

rj

6—Temporary
shelter
6-0yprinoid flab
7—Symbol for
nickel
8—Courageous
9—I,ashtng frIlow
19—Three-toed
sloths
11—Golf mound
16—Style
ve
ship

r4 I

/
20
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18—Dines
20—Look fixedly
21—In front of
22—Coolness
23—Location
34—Citizen of
Rome
1P—MortIfication27—Penny (pl.)
20—Treated
31,-Hyrtian being
.Ft Transaction
34—Land
.
in

Independence
3$-Variety of
quarts

54

45
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37—Tiny openings
39—Garden tool
40—Music• as
written
41—Smalt hird
42—Temporary led
43— Negative
44—Tibetan
gazelle
47—A stat• let hr.)

J. M. Lawrence etal to Arthur
Oeth and Oeth Drilling Co., land.
Joe L. Prichett and-wile Lavie
L. to William D. Thorn and wife
Joyce Ann, lot.
UNFURNISHED five room brick
duplex apartment. See at 720
Sycamore, shown by tennant m
Herman C. Witty etux to adjoining apartment.
J3C
Thomas Lee Armstrong, lot.
A .precision oiler looks like a
A pocket calculator made of
fountain pen and operates like Bakelite plastic is designed to
a syri
cially good for help shoppers save money. The
oiling
imuipment as cameras, device helps them compare valguns
A& fishing gear. (Gird- ues and figure the best buy for
wood
Allen, Inc., New York, quantity items. (Taylor Engineering Co., Nem wBrunswick, N. Y.)
NICE, NEW 2 bedroom home. N. Y.)
Located in one of best sections
of Murray. Large corner lot,.
Frame with brick front. Hardwood throughout. Electric heat,
car port, utility. Can get G I.
loan. A bargain. Owner leaving
town. Galloway Insurance and
Reel Estate. Phone 1062. Home
151-M.
J IC

Mass Air Transport
Seen

Remember Davy?
He's Still Big
In France
By BARBARA MILLER ,
United Press Staff correspondent
PARIS —88-- Davy Crockett
this spring has replaced Napoleon
and the Three Musketeers temporarily as the idol of French youth.
According to the popular woman's magazine, Marie Claire, this
legendary American hero has
become a $3 million business for
French department stores.
And Walt Disney, of course,
reaps the benefits. Attached to
all Davy Crockett -products -is
the lable "Walt Disney's Davy
Crockett." The movie and TV
producer cleaned up with Crockett in the United States two
years ago.
The magazine's survey counted
more than 200 such articles, running from coon-tail hats to guitars,
pistols,
puzzles, knives
sweatshirts, belts, etc.
Manufacturers promise next a
Davy Crockett bicycle, complete
with its own furry tail flying
at the back—s fashion as yet
unknown in France although it
has been popular in the United
States for years;.- -yong before the
Crockett craze there.
Women's Hats
The gun-toting hunter's fame

has even invaded the over-21year-old group. Ballet star Ludmilla Tcherina had a "trapper's In Decade Is
hat" especially designed for her—
a happy combination of the Russian Cossack style and Davy's
ITHACA, N. Y. —
— T. P.
coontail model.
Wright, vice president for re'Leading hat designers now search at Cornell University and
show the western bonnet in president o fthe Cornell Aeronaueverything from oppossum to tical Laboratory in Buffalo, N. Y.,
persian lamb, ermine and mink. predicts that there will be mass
air transportation within 10 or15
A year and a half ago, "the years.
king of the far west" was UnThe former Civil Aeronautics
known here. Youngsters played Administration adminis-tration enin the Napoleon cockaded hat visaged a Substantial use of pasand fought duels in true muske- senger aircraft
with
vertical
teer style.
takeoff_ and -landing- capabilities
20 years.. as. avell __as some__
' Then French television launched planes with supersonic cruise
the Davy Crockett song with speeds of 1125-1500 miles per
the aid of singer Annie Cordy hour.
and gave away 200 cm-tail hats
Wright said there will be a
to promote it.
12 per cent increse per year in
After six months of indif- United States air travel through
ference, Crockett suddenly caught 1960—an increase to 35 billion
on. Today there are 15 different passenger miles, and an increase
recordings of the same ballad, to 64.5 billion passenger miles
and a stirring account of the by 1965. He said world (ravel
hunter's life as recounted by the would increase by 17 per cent
night club star, Francois Perier, by 1965.

FOR SALE
Practically new Allis-Chalmers Model 66 Combine
— Priced Reasonable —

$1,000,000 Check

HERMAN K. ELLIS

A 12 HOLE Oaks hog feeder.
Hollis Roberts. Phone 1011. 1TC

ELLIS POPCORN COMPANY
12th & Chestnut

GEESE for sale. Let them grass
your strawberries. Call 336-J.
Murray Hatchery.
J3C

Wanted
No
CLEAN COTTON RAGS
buttons, no zippers please. Ledger & Times.
TF

%Valter 0' Malley, Dodgers.

Florsoe Stoneham, Giants.

THANK YOU

SELL PORTER'S Pain King liniment and salve„,441,us other household products. Sold since 1871.
Write Porter's, 419 Caldwell,
A IP
Piqua, Ohio,

I am

indeed

grateful' foY nothet

opportunity to serve Calloway Coun-

NUMBER 9 team morning ITLI chine. Call- 482-J-3 alter 5:0,
11'4.
o'clock.

ty as State Representative.
Thanks to every individual who,

I

NOTICE
saw fit to speak or act in my behalf.

Alum awnings for limited tune,
any size. 10 Alum windows, 1
door, $1981 installed. Home Comfort Co., 18th & Main street.
Phone 1303.
J15C

With malice toward none," I shall
attempt to do my be,,
,
:eo continue a

progriss for
Ic-v
entucky.

program 4

Rae Foley's new mystery novel

MI
CHM

•

•

, 29
He'd been thinking, Mr Potter sion out of him. He swears tie
OT
Nora i'endleton tram. about their first talk at hail nothing to Go with Mrs Kidwas brought to the hospital Martha's Kitchen when Foote had dle's death, that he oelieves she
and Garry nursed ner did she remarked that the trouble with tripped and fell. He wasn't interbegan to realize what she had the case was that there wasn't ested in Nora changing net willdone. Living in Boston. Garry any real evidence agsinst any- He had assumed it was done
had followed Nora's acuvities as one but Young. Now there when his father testified against
reported by the society pages seemed to be evidence against Young. There was no reason on
which she read assiduously. Nora everyone but Young.
earth,why she should leave him
He began with the Hugers. any money."
Pendleton was rich. She had
everything. But the nurse had Bert had no alibi for the murder
The Captain stretched. "Well,
not been prepared for heartbreak of Candy Kendrick. He was sup- we've been up with young Demor for the inexorable machinery posed to have been with his wife ing all night. I'm leaving a man
of the law which she had set in all afternoon, painting and reno- on guard here and
go catch
motion. She was not prepared vating the garden furniture, until some sleep. Then I'll take a fresh
for the long months of &Turley Ives' horse came back and he look at all these people."
and tie hideous strain of the set out to look for him. Actually,
"There are two other possibiliaccording to Ives, Huger had
trial.
ties you might consider," Mr. Potbeen
drunk
at
the
time.
"I tell you," she said to Mr.
ter said. "First, there is Tom
Mr. Potter repeated the conPotter, "the first happy breath
Jones, who now claims to be Tom
versation
he
had
overheard
bedrew in a year was when Mr.
Kendrick, Candy's uncle. He was
Hugers.
tween
the
"Wherever
Young was acquitted. I tried as
right on my tail when I found
hard as I could to make up to Bert was that afternoon, he that photograph of Candy but at
Miss Pendleton for what I'd done wasn't at the inn. And he was that time he wasn't talking. Said
to her. No one could have tried attracted to Candy."
only that he was getting a free
So far as Mrs. Riddle's murder
harder."
lesson in how not to be an amawas concerned, Bert had obvious"What about that picture of ly lied. He had not spent the teur snoop. But later he let me
Candy." Mr. Potter asked, "which evening in the Annex with his get the impression that he had
to track down her killer
was sent to Miss Pendleton?"
wife as he claimed. He had gone come
"I took It out Of her room. She off, dnink, in his station wagon. himself."
Foote's jaw dropped and Mr.
acted odd about it and with Mr. ljut the Hugers had not killed
Young free I was afraid of what Olive Riddle. That afternoon they Potter explained how he had run
might happen now. I hunted un- had attempted to blackmail Nora, down Kendrick's Identity. "I'm
til I found what she had hidden. claiming that she was the only not sure what I think of the man.
And I tore up the picture because person with a motive for killing He could be tough. Very tough."
"Could he have pushed Mrs.
I hated Candy so much." After her aunt.
Riddle, thinking she was the Pena long silence she added, "I told
"You really get around, don't
Howard Ives I sent the anony- you?" Captain Foote remarked in dleton girl and that she had
killed Candy? No," the trooper
mous letter to protect him. But some amusement.,
answered his own question, "that
It makes no real difference. He's
Mr. Potter went on to say that
like most men. He'll go on loving Miss Garrison had sent the is ridiculous. And where would
the one who gave him nothing." anonymous letter accusing Stuart Jones, or whoe/er he is, get morAt last she went up to her Young. "She was trying to pro- phine?"
"The Stanleyville doctor beroom to sleep and Mr. Potter sat tect Ives, of course, who is now
alone In his car, wondering how engaged to her. So far as I lieved it was a suicide attempt."
"Suicide! Nora Pendleton? But
deeply the nurse had hated Candy know, Acre Is no way of deterKendrick, who had taken from mining bow long Ives lay helpless why?" The trooper looked at
her the only admirer she was after his horse threw him. If he Mr. Potter. "But, dear God," he
said softly, "that's not possible."
ever likely to have.
is telling the truth about being
"Oh, yes,* Mr. Potter said, "it
He was still sitting at 'the thrown at four o'clock, he is in
wheel when a State. Pollee car the clear. If Huger is telling the is quite possible that Nora Penmurderer. I've been
pulled up beside him in the park- truth, and the horse didn't re- dleton is the
the beginning,
ing lot. There were two troopers turn to the stables until long aware of that from
we'd be able
whether
doubt
fn the front seat and Prank Dem- after five, Ives could easily have but I
only person in
ing was alone in back. After a killed the girl before wrenching to prove it. The
position to be fairly sure is
few words. Frank went up to the his knee. Personally, I'm inclined a
a year under
Inn, white and drawn from the to believe Ives because Huger is Stuart Young. If
false arrest and trial for his iif1
night's questioning. Captain a congenital liar."
betray her I
Foote gave lbw-voiced instruc- - "I don't know," Foote said in wouldn't make him
what would."
tions to the trooper at the wheel, disgust. "why we have a police don't know
length.
"Do you
asked
tu
Foote
vlin nodded and sauntered slowly force when you can pick up all
think her lawyer knows?"
after Frank. Then the Captain this In a couple of days."
"I think he suspects" Mr. Potcalled across to Mr. Potter and
"Things have been happening
eased himself out from under
came to sit beside him.
and that makes people talk where ter
the wheel. "That reminds me, he's
"Well," he said, "tell 'fie about they'd ordinarily clam up."
•
in NOM'S room now, standing
"Nothing makes Frank Deming up
this attack on Miss Pendleton
guard. I'll replace him for a.
last night. It was a break for talk," the officer said in disgust,
young Deming, being with us at "or else he hasn't anything to
talk about. We've been at him
the time."
"I gll/.414 you had better
Mr. Potter described finding for hours. You know, I believed
Nora and the battle to keep her his old man on the witness stand, knots about me," Nora s1i3s to
Deming struck me as being com- Mr. Totter. "Perimps the real
, awake until the doctor came.
The trooper listened, frowning. pletely truthful. As for Frank, trouble In net that I am In
I
'Have you come to any conclu- he admits now he has no alibi for danger, It's that 1 am dangersio.ss about the shenanigans go- Candy's murder but we couldn't ous." Continue the story here
get any other damaging admis- tomorrow.
ing on Around here?'
_

County and
From left, at meeting In Chicago: Gabe Pant vice president and
general manager of the Cinctegati Redlegs; Gus Booth, St Lodge
Cardinals owner; Frank Lae, Cardinal* teepees' manager,
MAJOR LEAGUE baseball can shift to the west coast under a Natonal league owners' vote at ntseung in Chicago. The Brooklyn-- • •
Dodgers would go to Los Angeles, the New York Giants to San
Francisco. But with financial and other details to be ironed out,
the situation still is somewhat iffy. Talk of the Cincinnati Ftedlege
moving to New York guttered out as Radlegs General Manager
Gabe Paul made no request.
(lnternotwesol)

I

TOM BRITT, Oklahoma's clvtl
defense director, kisses a
$1,000,000 check from the federal government after Its arrival in Oklahoma City for
flood relief. He expects another
$1,000,000.
(international)

Calloway

Sincerely ,

'Owen Billington
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DE THE DAY THEY
ANNOUNCE THE WINNER OF
THE NUGGET SOAP CONTEST,
60514, I HOPE I WIN
THAT BOAT.'

YOU OUGHTN T 70 COUNT ON
IT, CHARLIE - THOUSANDS
OF PEOPLE HAVE
ENTERED,YOU KNOW,/

I -17'S FROM THE
NUGGET SOAP
CO., SUE
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4NELL,OPEN IT UP, CHARLIE,
AA-MAYBE YOU WON YOUR
SOAT, AFTER ALL
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THE LEDGER & TrMES -1! MUR
RAY, KENTUCKY

0

SATURDAY - JUNE 1, 1977

ATTEND THE

LITTLE LEAGUE AND
BABE RUTH LEAGUE GAMES
BABE RUTH LEAGUE

Boys in Ages of 9-10-11-12
All games will be played at the Littl
e League Field in the City

YANKS
CARDS
CUBS
REDS

SEASON SCHEDULE
May 21, 1957
Yanks
Cards
Cubs
- Reds
May 24, 1957
Reds
Yanks
Cards
Cuba
May 28, 1957
Yanks
Cubs
Cards
Reds
May 31, 1957
Cards
Yanks
Reds
Cubs
June 4, 1957
Yanks
Reds
Cubs
Cards
June 7, 1957
Cubs
Yanks
Reds
Cards
June 11, 1957
Yanks
Cards
Cubs
Reds
June 14, 1957
Reds
Yanks
Cards
Cubs
June 18, 1957
Yanks
Cubs
Cards
Reds

- SECOND HALF ' June 21, 1957
Reds
Cubs
Cards ....Yanks
June 25, 1957
Cubs
... Cards
Yanks
Reds
June 28, 1957
Reds
Cards
Cubs
Yanks
July 2, 1957
Cubs
Reds
Yanks
Cards
July 5, 1957
Cards
Cubs
Reds
Yanks
July 9, 1957
Cards
Reds
Yanks
Cubs
July 12, 1957
Reds
Cubs
Cards
Yanks
Jttly 16, 1957
Cubs
Cards
Yanks
Reds
July 19, 1957
Reds
Cards
Cubs
Yanks

PARK LEAGUE
plays on
Monday and
Thursday

Managers

W.Blackburn - E. Hendon

- Players -Walter Blackburn, Freddie Hen
don, Mitchell
Gibbs, Joe Wilkerson, Jimmie
Adams, Ronnie
Rogers, Ronnie Danner, Johnny
Latimer, Ricky
Tidwell, Carl Roberts, Steve
Trevathan, Tommy
Vance, Charles) Warren, Jimmy
D. Lamb, Mike
Kuykendall.

Manager

TIP MILLER

DAIRY ANN
CHIG'S GULF STATION
PARKER POPCORN
KENTUCKY LAKE OIL COMPAN
Y
SHELL JOBBERS

THURMOND'S COAL & FEED

----FIRST HALF _Jsof 3,,1957-....--Pirates
Giants
Tigers
Braves
June 6, 1957
Braves
Pirates
Giants
Tigers
June 10, 1957
Pirates
Tigers
Giants
Braves
June 13, 1957
Braves
Tigers
Giants .
Pirates
June 17, 1957
Tigers
Giants
Pirates
Braves
June 20, 1957
Braves
Giants
Tigers
Pirates
June 24, 1957
Pirates
Giants
Tigers
Braves
June 27, 1957
Braves
Pirates
Giants
Tigers
July 1, 1957
Pirates
Tigers
Giants
Braves

Tommy Carraway, Tommy Goodwi
n, Stev
liams, Sammy Parker, Don Wells, Jerr e Wily Wallis,
Dave Miller, Jerry Morton, Buddy
Spann, Tommy
Young, Tommy Reesor, Louie Gree
nfield, Frank
Rickman, Tommy Steele, Jimmy
Bucy, Dwaine
Elkins, Hill, Outland, Bill Purdue,
Hanky Rodgers,
Harold Shoemaker, Joe Ed Tho
mpson, Ronnie
Wilson.

Rudy Bailey, Ray Boren,
Mike Broach, Donnie
Cohoon, Pat Cohoon, Jerry
Caldwell, Donnie Danner, Jim Ellis, Jim Erwin,
John Hutson, Dan
Jones, Kent Kingins, Sherrill
Massey, L W. Patterson, Harry Weatherly.

CUBS
Managers

4119 He
Broat

- SECOND HALF ----July 4, 1957
Braves
Tigers
Giants
Pirates
July 8, 1957
Tigers
Giants
Pirates
Braves
July 11, 1957
B
''
Giants
Tigers
Pirates
July 15, 1957
Pirates
Giants
Tigers
Braves
July 18, 1957
Braves
Pirates
Giants
Tigers
July 22, 1957
Pirates
Tigers
Giants
Braves
July 25, 1957
Braves
Tigers
Giants
Pirates
July 29, 1957
Tigers
Giants
Pirates
Braves
Aug. 1, 1957
Braves
Giants
Tigers
Pirates

At
feate

e
n°
elp
pelru
eg
n
cIbtle:i

court
I

races

asee
C
Iledeo
1,n
t. eri
bo
e
y
su

after

9 euvau
:
onte
cul
hrt
s.
rthw
b
w
ea
loy,
lc

• Dem
non

PIRATES
Manager

atat
C
:
Wrlil

Robert Young

Players -Billy Crouse, Bill Young, George
Oakley, Buddy
Farris, Dale Maupin, Donnie Pride,
Johnny Weatherly, Jim McKeel, Ronnie
Roberts, Billy Nix,
Gaylon Shaw, Jimmy Shroat, War
ren Winchester,
Sammy Bradshaw, Clifton Dexter,
Tommy Lattimer, Lamb, Phil Reeder, Davi
d Russell, Story
Thompson, and John Wilson.

• E:
ab:u
e
cnou
li is
furl/
sah
i
C:
in
368

ed

TIGERS

C. Thomas - G. R. Searfos
Manager

- Players
Lonnie Snow, Jerry Duncan,
Edwards, Richard Hurt, RedJesse Shaw, Donnie
Miller, Rob Poole, Skippy Hale Howe Jr., Carey
, Steve Titsworth,
Stanley Hargrove, Billy Mill
er,
Bobby Holmes, Tony Thomas. Ben Hogancamp,

Clyde Steele

- PlayersRay Roberts, Don Lockhart, Jerr
y Grogan, Jimmy
Rose, Robert Cole, Ronnie Shel
ton,
Mike Jones,
Danny Steele, Larry Knig
ht, Woody Herndon,
Kim Wallis. Danny Taylor,
Roy Wyatt, Steve
Foust, J. L. Barnett, Jan Dalt
on, Gary Houston,
Robert Muir, Charles Perry,
Charles Richerson,
Junior Stalls, Butch Turner,
John Wilson.

FITTS BLOCK & TILE
FRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLT
ON
WARREN SEED COMPANY
TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY
SUSIE'S CAFE

BAUCUM REAL ESTATE AGENCY
HENDON'S SERVICE STATION
TIDWELL PAINT STORE
SUPERIOR LAUNDRY
THURMAN FURNITURE CO.
BANK OF MURRAY

i

•

•

"s.

Manager

Bill Nall

- PlayersMac Fitts, Joe Brewer, Tommy Lyon
s, Billy Kopperud, Vernon Stubblefield, Davi
Walker, Freddie Hendon, Wayned Sykes, Jamie
Garrison, Ronald Thompson, Edgar Childress,
Mike Thurman,
Hilton Hughes, Richard Workman,
er, Dickie Farrell, Joe Overbey, Mike AlexandDon Overbey,
Frank Rogers, Billy Rayburn,
Lee Vance, Dan
Walls.

siceoroirfieitte
t Roberts, owner - Bill Hall, salesman

EAST END SERVICE.STATION
STOKES TRACTOR & IMP. CO.

GIANTS

for
De
tel
FL
PO
CC
DI
ki
NI

fl

HUGHES PAINT & WALLPAPER
Hoy

MR. & MRS. FRED WORKMA
N

‘..

Gene Landault
- Players-

This Page is Sponsored with the Good
Wishes of
the Following Merchants and Busine
ssmen
MURRAY AUTO PARTS

than
histoi

SEASON SCHEDULE

BRAVES

G. B .Jones - M. C. Ellis
- Players-

CARDS
Managers

TIGERS
BRAVES
GIANTS
PIRATES

The team listed first for each gam
e is the home team
Game Time
6:00 p.m.

REDS

Players
Von t aughn, Ronnie E.dwards
, Johnnie Rose,
Steve Anders, James F. Wilson, Dan
ny Rowland,
James Kevlick, Guinn Jones, Brow
nie Jones, Jimmy Taylor, Arlo Sprunger Jr., Crai
g
Wilson, John Bennett, Dan Baxzell. Banks, Billy

.SPONSORS
MURRAY MFG CO.
BANK OF MURRAY
BELK-SETTLE
PEOPLES BANK

Re.
Callo
mem
feren
esion
Ky.
betor
and
and
born
ninet
at D
centl:
mate.

of
Cou:

YANKS
W. Faughn - Allen Rime

All games will be played at the Babe
Ruth Field in Holland Stadium

BASEBALL GAMES

The team lilted first for each gam
e is the home team
Game Time
6:00 p.m.

Managers

Boys in Ages of 13-14-15

Park

SPONSOR'S

- FIRST HALF -

"RI

Mi

LITTLE LEAGUE
Y.B.M.0
.
ROTARY
LIONS
RYAN MILK CO

Ur

PARKER MOTORS

YOUR FRIENDLY FORD DEA
LER

BILL & DOT'S RESTAURANT
"HOME COOKED FOOD"

MURRAY DRIVE-IN THEATR
E
TWO SHOWS NIGHTLY -

DAY & NITE CAFE
LLOYD & VELVA

SYKES BROS. MILL

tl

